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Pure Looks

Pure Feel

Pure Flight

Pure Speed

Pure Control

Pure Performance

Pure Passion

Pure Craft

Pure Golf
Pure HONMA



A new concept putter that combines more than 60 years of history with traditional 

craftsmanship and performance functions!

◼ Concept

◼ Target

◼ Competitor

: Introducing a putter that has achieved innovation as the BERES series of the 

super premium line!

Sakata's master craftsman are particular about details and thoroughly pursue 

not only performance but also beautiful style

The three alignments create a confidence when addressing and a sense of 

stability when stroking.

: Golfers who want a stable stroke

Golfers who are not good at long putts and short putts

Golfers who is particular about not only the performance but also the 

appearance design

: Titlist Scotty Cameron, Odyssey TOULON, PING VALUT, BETTINARDI

BERES PUTTER
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MODEL : P303
High MOI putter with CNC milled head that pursues feel, accuracy and beauty of 

finish realizes stable putting

◼ Head Material

◼ Head Manufacturing

◼ Finish

◼ Shaft

◼ Length

◼ Features

: Soft stainless steel SUS630

: Forged CNC milled/ Double milling face

: Chrome plated + Black IP finish

Gold plated finish

: STEEL / ARMRQ 3S / ARMARQ 4S / ARMRQ 5S

: 34 inch

: The head that moves automatically has a hard-

to-change face surface, and the head shape that 

distributes weight to the toe and heel has high 

MOI, and it is possible to produce stable rolling 

even if a miss hit occurs Three alignments make it easy to 

address the target, allowing you 

to stroke with confidence 2



MODEL : P303

Body：SUS303

Sole: AL6061

Face：Double Milling

Aluminum sole adopted

Spec
Real Loft 4.5°

Loft 2.0°
Lie Angle 70.0°

Weight (steel) 365g
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MODEL : P303
Black
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MODEL : P303
Gold
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P308MODEL :

Triple & parallel alignments make it 

easy to address the target, allowing you 

to stroke with confidence

◼ Head Material

◼ Head Manufacturing

◼ Finish

◼ Shaft

◼ Length

◼ Features

: Soft stainless steel SUS630

: Forged CNC milled

: Chrome plated + Black IP finish

Gold plated finish

: STEEL / ARMRQ 3S / ARMARQ 4S / ARMRQ 5S

: 34 inch

: The unique T-shape allows linear addressing 

and stroke without hesitation with respect to the 

target. In addition, by designing the high CG, it 

has a shape that makes it easy to create the 

forward rotation of the ball required for putting.

High MOI putter with CNC milled head that pursues feel, accuracy and beauty of 

finish realizes stable putting
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By making the loft 1.5° stronger with 
the deep CG design, optimal launch 
angle and forward rotation are produced 
and the loft rolls smoothly on the target 
line.

13% improvement in rolling compared
to the previous model

MODEL : P308

Body：SUS303

Sole: AL6061

Spec
Real Loft 4.5°

Loft 2.5°
Lie Angle 70.0°
Weight 375g 7



MODEL : P308
Black
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MODEL : P308
Gold
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